Introduction
The underwater survey and inspection are mandatory step for offshore industry and for mining organization from onshore-offshore structures installations to operations (Whitcomb, 2000) . There are two main areas where underwater target tracking are presently employed for offshore and mining industry. First, sea floor survey and inspection and second is subsea installation, inspection and maintenance. This paper takes second area into account and AUV vision system is developed that can detect and track underwater installation such as oil or gas pipeline, and power or telecommunication cables for inspection and maintenance application. The usage of underwater installations has increased many folds. It is desirable to do routine inspection and maintenance to protect them from marine traffic, such as fishery and anchoring (Asakawa, et al., 2000) . Detection and tracking of underwater pipeline in complex marine environment is fairly difficult task to achieve, due to the frequent presence of noise in a subsea surface. Noise is commonly introduced in underwater images by sporadic marine growth and dynamic lighting condition. Traditionally, vigilances, inspections and maintenances of underwater man made structures are carried out by using the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) controlled from the mother ship by a trained operator (Whitcomb, 2000) . The use of ROV's for underwater inspections are expensive and time consuming job. Furthermore controlling the ROV's from the surface by trained operators required continuous attention and concentration to keep the vehicle in the desired position and orientation. During long mission, this become a tedious task and highly prone to errors due to lack of attention and weariness. Moreover, tethering the vehicle limits both the operation range and the vehicle movements (Ortiz, 2002) . The autonomous underwater vehicle's do not have such limitation and essentially present better capabilities to those of ROV's. AUV's have a wider range of operations as there is no physical link between the control station on the surface and the vehicle, as they carry their power supply onboard. The usage of AUV for underwater pipeline or cable inspection and maintenance become very popular area of research for mining and offshore industries (Griffiths & Birch 2000) . During the last decade lots of efforts have been done for design and development of different AUV tracking system, to do routine inspection and maintenance for underwater installation (Asif and Arshad 2006) . Conventionally, the literatures on underwater pipeline or cable tracking can be categorized according to the sensors used for detection and tracking. There are mainly three types of sensors which used for that purpose. The first two types of sensors are the sonar and the pair of magnetometers (Petillot, et al., will presents the dynamic modeling technique and Kalman filtering method for underwater pipeline tracking. Section 7 will discuss the results obtained by testing the purposed system on real underwater images and finally section 8 will end the paper with conclusion and future works.
Image processing
After the exploration of potential of vision sensor most autonomous vehicles now used onboard vision sensor for control and navigation. It can provide measurement relative to local objects. However vision sensor required special image processing techniques to detect object and surrounding environments in image or in image sequences. The image processing techniques implemented in this project are outlined in Fig. 1 . The brief discussions on these techniques are followed. 
Color to gray scale conversion
Conventionally the AUV is equipped with the color CCD camera to perform variety of task. The images acquired from the camera are in 24 bit RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) format. Colors are very important feature for any visual tracking system. However as the underwater installation gets older, corrosion, marine flora, and mud on underwater cables or pipeline modify this feature. So, as a first step of image analysis the images acquired by the onboard video camera are broken down to 8 bit values. There are several methods used to convert an RGB images into the grayscale, such as mean grayscale conversion, NTSC television standard and Intel image processing library formula. These types of conversion are suitable for several other applications such as television broadcasts and image editing and not very important for autonomous application. With this in mind different RGB channels are analyzed separately to enhance the images and extract boundary information of underwater pipeline effectively. Fig. 2 shows the individual analysis for red, green and blue channel. After doing series of experiments on real underwater images it found that the result of the red channel is well suited compare to green and blue channels. On the basis of these analyses only red channel is use for further processing. 
Image filtering
After converting image into the grayscale the next step is the image filtering. Due to the dynamic nature of lighting in the marine environment, images are often corrupted by noise. The existence of noise in an image affects the feature extraction step. As noise results in false edges being detected that may not exist and should not exist in the representation of the feature in the image. To overcome this problem, noise across the image is minimized by implementing smoothing or filtering operation Conventional smoothing techniques, like Gaussian, etc. are isotropic in nature and smooth the whole image in a similar fashion in all direction. Therefore while achieving the desired minimization of noise and variation across the image, the edges of the object in an image can loose contrast with the background. Further they also lead to the loss of the location of the actual boundaries. To cope up with this problem and to improve the image quality, the Perona-Malik (PM) filter (Perona & Malik 1990 ) has been selected for image filtering. The PM filter is anisotropic filter that retains the much needed edges information which is essential in detecting the pipeline boundary edges. It also improves the quality of the edge map obtains after edge detection, as edges are no longer produced around the noisy pixel regions. In Perona Malik filter, initial image I is modified using the anisotropic diffusion equation shown in (1).
where I is the original image, t I ∂ is the partial derivative of I with respect to diffusion time t, 'div' denotes the divergence operator, | | I ∇ is the gradient magnitude of I and
is a nonnegative monotonically decreasing function with g(0)=1 and tend to zero at infinity so that the diffusion process will take place only in the interior. It will not affect the edges where the magnitude of the gradient is sufficiently large. The diffusivity function purposed by (Weickert, 2000) is used in this project as in (2)
where K is the threshold level for removing noise. The value of K plays very important role for smoothing the image without affecting the object edges and must be evaluated using the experimentation. This diffusivity function performs better in preserving/enhancing edges. To implement (1) a finite based approach is used, because it is comparatively straightforward to implement for digital images. Equation (1) then can be discretized using the four nearest neighbors (north, south, east and west) and the Laplacian operator are given by: and similar for south, east, and west. Finally Fig. 3 shows the result of PM filter on real underwater images. 
Pipeline detection
The next phase of image processing is the detection of pipeline boundary. Before detection of object boundary, edge detection is performed to convert gray scale image into the binary image. Since the image quality is already improved using the grayscale conversion and PM filtering, Sobel edge detection is used to avoid the computational burden. Once image is converted into the binary, parameterized Hough transform is used to detect pipeline contour. The parametric equation of Hough transform is given below:
At first all edge points are transformed into the Hough space using (4). In order to avoid the computational burden and excessive memory usage of Hough transform, 1000 edge pixels are processed at a time. After transforming all the pixels in Hough space, peak detection is performed and the locations that contain the peaks are recorded. To avoid the quantization problem in Hough transform all the immediate neighborhood of the maximum found suppressed to zero. Once sets of candidate peaks are identified in the accumulator, start and end points of line segmentation associated with those peaks are identified next. If two line segments associated with the each other but separated by less then predefined gap threshold, are merge into a single line. Furthermore the lines that have both Hough parameters within the predefined threshold also merge in order to avoid multiple lines on same location. The start and the end points of line segments represent the outline of the underwater pipeline. Due to noise and underwater conditions parts of the object boundary are detected. To draw a full boundary of the pipeline over an image a slight different approach is adopted. The first and last points of the line segment have been used to calculate the full boundary of the object using line equation. Once the slope of the line is computed from the line equation a Bresenham line algorithm, which is one of the oldest algorithms in computer graphics is used to construct a noise free boundary of the object. Bresenham line algorithm have few advantages, first it is relatively faster and simple to implement and it is robust if part of the pipeline is not visible or occluded. Fig. 4 shows the result of Hough transform and Bresenham line algorithm on underwater image. 
Underwater pipeline Model
After detecting the underwater pipeline in an image, the next phase is the design of deformable template that represents the perspective view of underwater pipeline boundaries. The deformable template uses a prior shape model that can be seen as a regularization term in the fitting process. To model the underwater pipeline in this work, second order non-uniform B-spline curve with six control points is used. The first three control points use to define the left boundary, while the last three control points are use to define right boundary of the pipeline as shown in Fig 5. The interval of the B-spline function is [0, 2] and the knot multiplicity on intervals are k 0 =k 1 =k 2 =0, k 3 =k 4 =k 5 =k 6 =k 7 =k 8 =1 and k 9 =k 10 =k 11 =2. The boundary contour c(s) = (x(s), y(s)) is then represented using a B-spline function is given below: of the pipeline boundary is also represented by a vector Q with the B-spline basis U(s), so that:
and () xy T = QQQ . The I 2 denotes the 2x2 matrix, ⊗ is the Kronecker product and Q is the x-y coordinate of the B-spline curve. The matrix representation of the computed spline function is given in (7) and (8).
and similarly for y(s). M 0 and M 1 are the span zero and span one matrix respectively as shown below:
The developed B-spline function provides convenient framework to track underwater pipeline in an image sequence over simple polynomial function or line function. The main disadvantage of the line or polynomial function is no local control. Since the features of underwater pipeline are random and small variation in any edge location will case big change in the orientation of line function or in polynomial function. Moreover these functions are not suitable to track flexible underwater installations, such as fiber optic cables. The main advantage of the designed underwater pipeline model is the local control because variation in features location only effect on a part of curve instead of whole curve and can track rigid and non-rigid installation without any modification.
The B-spline model used in this project has six control points. These six control points give 12 degree of freedom. It allows the arbitrary deformation of the contour, which does not happen for any real object. It is desirable to restrict the displacement of this control points to a lower dimensional space. It is assumed that the variation of pipeline boundaries in an image is linear and described by a shape space planar affine transformation. Affine shape space has 6 degrees of freedom, gives perspective effects and can handle translation and rotation. Affine shape space can be viewed as the class of all linear transformation that can be applied to a template curve c 0 (s) as in (9) 
where u is a two dimensional translation vector, and M is a 2x2 matrix which corresponds to remaining four affine motion. The affine space can be represented in a shape space (Blake & Israd 1998 ) with template Q 0 and shape vector X. A shape space is a linear mapping of a "shape-space vector" X to a spline vector Q as in (10)
where W is N Q by N X shape matrix, X is a shape vector X Є S, S is the set of all possible configuration of state and N Q and N X are the dimensions of spline vector and shape vector respectively. X also called state vector because it represent the current state of the underwater object and Q 0 is a template curve. The matrix W and shape space vector X are described as:
The first two column of the shape matrix W represents the two dimensional (2D) translation and the remaining four columns comprise one rotation and three deformations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal). The dimension of the shape space N x is usually small compared to the size of the spline vector N Q . However the underwater pipeline or cable tracking required only 2 degree of freedom such as translation and rotation of the pipeline with respect to the center of the image plane and it is necessary to further reduce the degree of freedom of shape space. The further reduction of the shape space is achieved by using the Principle component analysis (PCA) which is commonly used to construct a shape space that is larger then necessary (Cootes, et al., 1995) . In order to model the shape variation in a lower dimension L 2 -norm PCA (Blake & Israd 1998 ) is used. L 2 -norm PCA works satisfactorily compare to classical PCA as a mean of spline based curve representation. To measure the shape variations, various characteristic poses of underwater pipeline are taken as a training sets {X k , k=1,…,M}. With the help of these training sets a mean and the covariance matrix are calculated using the (11) and (12).
After that eigenvector and eigenvalues are computed with the multiple of covariance matrix P and the spare of the B-spline function H as shown in (13). This spare provides the invariance of the re-parameterization which is very important factor for measuring the difference between two spline based curve.
Once eigenvectors are computed in descending order of eigenvalues, W" has been constructed next.
where v represents eigenvectors. The parameters 0 Q′ and W' of the shape subspace are given below:
This compression reduced the shape space significantly, which is very important for visual servo application. Further, it also reduced the processing time as the matrix dimensional also reduced.
Feature extraction and curve fitting
Given an image containing the target, the measurement process consists of casting normals ) ( s n (called measurement line) at pre-specified points around the initial or current estimated contour as shown in Fig 6a. To extract the feature curve in the image, one dimensional feature detector is applied along each measurement line. The feature detector is simply a scanner that scans for intensity variation on the binary image obtained after Hough transform and Bresenham line algorithm. The measurement lines are unit normal vectors and the slopes of these normals are computed by differentiating the span zero B-spline function as shown in (17). 
and similarly for span one B-spline function. The distance from a feature to the contour is called the innovation of the feature and is given in (22). The images obtained after Hough transform and Bresenham line algorithm ideally gives one feature point (left and right boundary of the pipeline or cable) along the normal as shown in Fig 6b. However due to sporadic marine growth and dynamic underwater conditions, there may be no or more than one feature along the normal. It required some mechanism for evaluating the measurement and picking the correct feature point that used in subsequent calculations. This evaluation is done by using the innovation of the feature which is the distance between the estimated curve point and the feature curve point. If there are more features, the innovation that gives the minimum distance is selected and if the selected innovation is greater than the predefine value, the measurement is invalidated. After extracting the feature points in an image, the next part of tracking algorithm is to use curve fitting technique to measure the current position and orientation of the underwater pipeline. If c f (s) expressed the image feature curve obtained using the one dimensional feature detector and c 0 (s) is a pattern curve than, the whole tracking is the estimate c(s), a Bspline curve that is a deformation of c 0 (s) and that approximate c f (s). This approximation can be express as a minimization problem: which is the square of the residual norm. Generally, measurements made from images are noisy due to dynamic nature of underwater environments and several other reasons. It is necessary to increase the tolerance for image noise. To overcome the effect of noise a mean contour shape and Tikhonov regularization are used to bias the fitted curve toward the mean shape c m to the degree determined by regularization constant as shown in (18).
where c m (s) is the mean shape and Ω is the regularization parameter. If the regularization parameter is very large, the term
With a large amount of regularization, the data and any noise on the data can be ignored effectively. On the other hand if Ω is small, the weighting placed on the solution semi norm is small and the value of the misfit at the solution become more important. Of course, if Ω is reduced to zero, the problem reduces to the least-square case as in (17), with it extreme sensitivity to noise on the data. Equation (19) shows the fitting equation in term of shape state vector X.
To avoid the influence of position and orientation of the mean contour and from the features of other objects in the background in the regularization term, weight matrix L s is introduced as in (20).
where H L s Ω = and H is the spare of B-spline function as defined in (13). Since actual image processing is discrete, by using the definition given in (Blake & Israd 1998) the curve fitting problem is expressed in a discrete form as follows: 
where v i and h(s i ) T are given in (22) and (23) respectively. Introducing the concept of information matrix S i and information weight sum Z i from the stochastic process, the algorithm for finding the best-fitting curve is summarized as follows: 
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and k is the length of the measurement line. • The aggregated observation vector is Z=Z N with the associated statistical information S=S N . • The best-fitting curve is given in shape-space by:
The term |vi|<k is used for measurement validation as described earlier. S i (information matrix) is a measurement of the weight of each intermediate estimate X, Z i (information weight sum) accumulates the influence of the mean shape c m . The proof of correctness of the curve fitting algorithm can be found in (Blake & Israd 1998) .
Pose and orientation measurement
After the shape vector, that represents the current state of underwater pipeline, is estimated, the goal is to guide the autonomous underwater vehicle in autonomously following the pipeline. It required some mechanism to relate the position and orientation of the underwater pipeline to the AUV. This mechanism is necessary for the AUV to keep the underwater pipeline within the field of view. The mean shape c m of the underwater pipeline introduced in (18) is used as a reference location for the underwater pipeline in an image. The reference position of underwater pipeline in an image can be measure by averaging the control points of the mean shape as in (27).
Am e a n = Q
and () y ym Am e a n = Q This average actually presents the centroid of the control points which lies almost in the center of the image. This information is needed so that the AUV can effectively maintain the underwater pipeline in the center of the image acquired. The B-spline model developed to represent underwater pipeline in an image, is set fixed in y-direction so, the translation in ydirection is always zero and not required. The shape vector estimated in (26) is used to measure the current position of the control points using (10). The average of these control points gives the current position of underwater pipeline in an image as shown in (28) () x X Am e a n = Q
The current distance of the pipeline in an image with respect to the reference can be measure by subtracting the reference position from the current position as shown in (29)
It is obvious that the positive value of T X refer the pipeline as is translated to the right, and the negative means that the pipeline is translating toward the left side. The value of T X can then be used to generate a navigational command, in order to align an AUV over the pipeline, and keep the pipeline in the optimum filed of view. The location of the pipeline can be use to track an underwater pipeline in an image, however this is an ineffective method. It may possible that the AUV may be facing the wrong direction after aligning, and the tracking system must calculate the orientation of the pipeline for correct navigation. Once the autonomous underwater vehicle has aligned to the location of the pipeline, the tracking system will then instruct AUV to rotate itself in the calculated pipeline orientation and commence autonomous tracking. Similar to the location measurement, at first the reference orientation of underwater pipeline is measured using the mean curve control points. As mentioned earlier, the perspective view of underwater pipeline is modeled using the left and right B-spline curve. The orientation of the left and right reference boundaries are given below: Once all the Euclidean angles have measured, the minimum Euclidean angle is selected as a rotation angle for the AUV.
12345 6 m i n (,,,,, a n d ) R RR RR R R = After the translation and rotation of the underwater pipeline with respect to the mean curve are measured, the autonomous underwater vehicle has aligned and orientated itself in the direction of the pipeline. The AUV subsequently start moving in the direction of the underwater pipeline and begin autonomous navigation.
Dynamic tracking
Any tracking system required a model of how the system is expected to evolve or behave over time (MacCormick, 2000) . In this work, second order auto-regressive process or ARP is used. An autoregressive process is a time series modeling strategy which takes into account the historical data to predict the current state value. The simplest autoregressive model is the linear model where the AUV is assumed to have a constant velocity model with respect to the object. It is best described by the following second order autoregressive model:
where w is a random Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit standard deviation, X is the steady state mean and X t is the position of object at time t. The matrices A and B are representing the deterministic and stochastic parameters respectively. These parameters are needed to be tuned appropriately for expected motion in order to obtain best tracking results.
If β and f are expressed the damping rate and the frequency of oscillation of the harmonic motion respectively then according to the theory of control system they must set to zero for constant velocity model, so that the coefficients of the dynamic model are defined as:
where A 1 and A 2 are standard for all second order constant velocity model. The problem is the estimation of B 0 and it required a tuning from the experiment because it defines the standard deviation of the noise. Equation 26 can be simplified by defining:
and then (26) can be rewritten as:
The second order state t χ has a mean and covariance is given below:
A Kalman filter is design to merge the information from the predicted state and the best fitting curve obtain from (26). A complete one step cycle of tracking is given below: 1. Predict shape space vector t χ using the dynamic model:
2. Apply (22) to (26) to estimated best fitted state of object. 3. For each measurement the state estimation is update as follows:
and ( )
The term Z t and S t are aggregated observation vector and associated statistical information respectively. If the measurement failed along the normal due to occlusion or multiple features so that Z t = 0 and S t = 0, and the state of underwater pipeline is estimated without modification. This section presents the results which were obtained by testing the proposed underwater pipeline tracking system using AUV real image sequences. As a first step of feature extraction, image filtering was performed to reduce the noise in the image sequence. The key parameters in the Perona-Malik filter are the threshold level for noise removing (K) and the number of iterations N. The noise threshold level (K) was analyzed with different values of K's with fix number of iterations. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the effect of Perona Malik filter with varying values of K on synthetic and real images respectively. It is observed that the increasing the value of K also increase the smoothness of image while preserving the object boundary. The best results were obtained at K=15. Large value of K effectively reduces the noise in an image but they also smooth the object boundary and edge detection may fail to detect. Based on these visual analysis the value K=15 was selected for further filtering process. The second important parameter in Perona Malik filter is the number of iterations. Much improved results can be obtained using the large number of iterations however, it also increase the computational time for filtering which is not at all required for robotic application. To achieve the optimal performance the number of iterations are fixed to N=10 only. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of edge detection results between the original and filtered underwater image sequences. The average number of edge filtering is approximately 770 pixels with K=15 and N=10 iterations. These reductions of edges significantly improve the results of feature detection. 
Results and Discussion

Underwater pipeline detection
Performance % Correctly detected 419 93.11% Not detected 31 6.88% Table 1 . Performance measurement for the underwater pipeline detection.
After filtering the image, the next part of the image processing involves the detection of the underwater pipeline in an image sequences using Hough transform. In order to perform the pipeline detection, the θ parameter was quantized into 180 levels and the ρ parameter was quantized using the root mean square value of total numbers of row and column of image frame. The gap threshold was set to 25 levels and the minimum segment length was 30 pixels. These values were obtained by a series of experiments on real underwater images. After detecting the pipeline segments in an image, Bresenham line used to draw the pipeline boundary. Fig. 9 shows the results of Hough transform and the Bresenham line algorithm on real underwater images. The Hough transform and Bresenham line algorithm successfully detect and draw the boundary of underwater pipeline. Table 1 displays some performance results calculated using a batch of 450 real images. These results can be further improved upon, if the Hough parameter space is increased. Additionally canny edge detection can also be use to improve the accuracy of edge mapping. Although these amendments increase the probability of underwater pipeline detection, it may results in an increment of false detections and also increases computational time. After detecting the pipeline in an image frame the next phase was the extraction of feature points from an image. In general, the accuracy and the performance of the tracking algorithm improve as the number of feature points, used in curve fitting stage increases. However, as the number of feature increases the computational load become heavier. There is an obvious trade-off between accuracy of the tracking algorithm and the computational time. To achieve the balance between performance and efficiency, 20 feature points were used. It was observed from the experimentation that, at least five feature points on either side are required for successful deformation of template contour to the image features. If there are fewer features then the state of the underwater pipeline was predicted without modification. Fig 10 depicted the underwater pipeline tracking results obtained using the Kalman tracking algorithm. Every 10 th frame of 4500 frames sequences was used to check the robustness and the accuracy of the tracking algorithm. The position and the orientation of the underwater pipeline boundary computed are summarized in the table 1. Fig 11 illustrates the predicted, updated and the actual position of the underwater pipeline. It is observed that the maximum absolute error in the translation is around 12 pixels which show the robustness of tracking algorithm. To solve the initial value problem of the Kalman filter, it has been assumed that when tracking is started pipeline is near the center of the image. In other words, mean shape X and covariance P used as the initial value for X t0 =X. 
Actual Position Estimated Position
Conclusion
In this paper a robust vision based system for underwater pipeline tracking has been presented. The developed system successfully detects the pipeline and track in real image sequences. The algorithm has been implemented in Matlab environment and all test have been conducted on a 1.70 GHz Pentium IV machine executing Windows XP. The resolution of both synthetic and real image sequences is 200 x 370 pixels. The B-spline contour deforms successfully, based on the features extracted with the series of image processing technique and the orientation and the position of the pipeline has been computed. The Kalman filter has been used to track the pipeline boundary in an image sequences. The system efficiently track the pipeline when it is fully or partially covered by the sand or marine flora and even in clustering situations.
To conform the validity of the purposed system many experiments conducted on real and synthetic underwater pipeline image sequences. The maximum error that has been achieved is less then 10 pixels which show the robustness of the purposed system. Since the purposed system implemented in Matlab so, it takes 1 sec to process each frame. In order to improve the processing time the system will be implemented in C++. Furthermore in the case of multiple pipelines and to achieve better performance particle filtering technique will be explored. 
